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Drill stringsWithin this paper, an analytical formulation is provided and used to determine the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of a planar beam with initial pre-stress and large variable curvature. The static
conﬁguration, mode shapes, and natural frequencies of the pre-stressed beam are obtained by using
geometrically exact, Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. The beam is assumed to be not shear deformable
and inextensible because of its slenderness and uniform, closed cross-section, as well as the boundary
conditions under consideration. The static conﬁguration and the modal information are validated with
experimental data and compared to results obtained from nonlinear ﬁnite-element analysis software.
In addition to the modal analysis about general static conﬁgurations, special consideration is given to
an initially straight beam that is deformed into semi-circular and circular static conﬁgurations. For these
special circular cases, the partial differential equation of motion is reduced to a sixth-order differential
equation with constant coefﬁcients, and solutions of this system are examined. This work can serve as
a basis for studying slender structures with large curvatures.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Slender, beam-like structures that undergo large and buckled
deformations span a variety of ﬁelds and applications; for instance,
cable supported structure (e.g., bridges and mooring cables)
(Antman, 2005; Lacarbonara, 2013), catheters and surgical sutures
used for non-invasive surgery in the medical ﬁeld (Pai, 2002),
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strands in genetics and biology (Pai,
2002), space tethers and deployable structures for aerospace
designs (Pai, 2007), and drill strings used in extended-reach wells
and curved drilling for retrieval of petrochemicals and geothermal
applications (Jansen et al., 1993). Classic Euler–Bernoulli beam the-
ory is well suited to model these structures because it has the vir-
tue of being geometrically exact, and this theory can account for
the large deformations (Antman, 2005; Lacarbonara, 2013). Com-
monly these systems are analyzed only in the static sense, or are
assumed to move quasi-statically because of the slow time scales
involved in the application. However, at times it is desirable to
determine the modal information of the structure about the pre-
stressed, deformed conﬁguration for design purposes and/or struc-
tural health monitoring. Here, a method is presented and used todetermine the modal information of a planar beam about a pre-
stressed conﬁguration with large and buckled deformations. In
spirit, this work follows the work of Antman (2005) and
Lacarbonara (2013). The formulation presented within this work
is validated by using an experimental apparatus.
Within the literature, researchers have studied either large sta-
tic deformations of initially straight beams or the dynamics of ini-
tially straight beams with pre-stress and relatively small
amplitude buckled conﬁgurations (i.e., displacements on the order
of the beam thickness). Few efforts have focused on the dynamics
of initially straight beams that have been subjected to large static
displacements with pre-stress and variable curvature, as will be
addressed in this work.
In most of the prior work, wherein the dynamics of non-straight
beam structures have been considered in the context of arches or
rings, the effects of pre-stress are neglected and/or special conﬁg-
urations, such as parabolic, hyperbolic, or semi-circular, are con-
sidered. A brief review of the dynamics of arches and ring
structures is given next. Tüfekçi and Arpaci (1998) analytically
determined the mode shapes and natural frequencies speciﬁc to
circular arches; they included centerline extension, shear, and
rotary inertia, for different boundary conditions. Oh et al. (1999)
used a numerical scheme to determine the natural frequencies
and mode shapes for non-circular arches with rotary inertia and
shear effects. Their results were found to be in good agreement
Fig. 1. Description of the variables used to describe the motion of the rod structure.
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(2000) investigated the inﬂuence of non-uniform cross-sections
on non-circular arches. Their work was validated with experimen-
tal data. Chidamparam and Leissa (1995) investigated the inﬂuence
of the centerline extensibility in circular arches with the effects of
pre-stress. They determined that the centerline stretching
decreases the natural frequencies, and this decrease can be consid-
erable for certain geometries. Matsunaga (1996) found approxi-
mate solutions through series expansions of the buckling loads
and natural frequencies for shallow circular beams that can
undergo shear and were simply-supported. Recently, within the
context of shells, Lacarbonara and Antman (2012) studied the sta-
bility of nonlinear viscoelastic shells with a combined pre-stress
load and dynamic load in the form of pulsating pressure.
The studies (Tüfekçi and Arpaci, 1998; Oh et al., 1999, 2000;
Chidamparam and Leissa, 1995; Matsunaga, 1996; Lacarbonara
and Antman, 2012) all considered initially curved geometries. On
the other hand, the following studies (Nayfeh et al., 1995;
Kreider and Nayfeh, 1998; Lacarbonara et al., 1998; Nayfeh and
Emam, 2008; Li and Balachandran, 2006; Li et al., 2006;
Anderson et al., 1996; Lacarbonara et al., 2004; Addessi et al.,
2005) analyzed the dynamics of initially straight beams deformed
to pre-stressed or buckled conﬁgurations. Nayfeh et al. (1995) gave
a closed form solution for the linear natural frequencies and mode
shapes of a buckled beam with ﬁxed–ﬁxed, ﬁxed–hinged, and
hinged–hinged boundary conditions. The predictions for the
ﬁxed–ﬁxed boundary condition were conﬁrmed experimentally.
Initial pre-stress and curvature can not only change the linear nat-
ural frequencies of a structure, but they can also accentuate the
nonlinear response when subjected to an excitation. Investigations
into the nonlinear response and resonances of a ﬁxed–ﬁxed buck-
led beam were carried out by Kreider and Nayfeh (1998).
Lacarbonara et al. (1998) used experimental data to compare dif-
ferent reduction methods to analyze nonlinear resonance behavior
of a ﬁxed–ﬁxed buckled beam. More recently, Nayfeh and Emam
(2008) determined an exact solution to the post-buckled conﬁgu-
ration of a beam for different boundary conditions. The linear nat-
ural frequencies and dynamic stability around these conﬁgurations
were also determined. Li and Balachandran (2006) and Li et al.
(2006) investigated the free and forced response of a clamped–
clamped, buckled piezoelectric microresonator. The analytical
frequency-amplitude response and experimental data revealed
stiffening-type behavior. Anderson et al. (1996) explored the non-
linear response of a vertical ﬁxed-free beam with pre-stress and
curvature arising from gravity. For this structure, it was deter-
mined that nonlinear curvature had a strong inﬂuence on the
response of the ﬁrst mode of vibrations, while inertia nonlineari-
ties dominated the response of the second mode. Using a similar
experimental structure, Anderson et al. (1996), studied the interac-
tions amongst high-frequency modes and the ﬁrst mode of vibra-
tion. In their work, the analytically predicted response obtained
by the method of averaging was found to be in good agreement
with experimental results.
In the prior studies (Nayfeh et al., 1995; Kreider and Nayfeh,
1998; Lacarbonara et al., 1998; Nayfeh and Emam, 2008; Li et al.,
2006; Li and Balachandran, 2006; Anderson et al., 1996), the differ-
ent authors considered relatively small static deformations in com-
parison with the thickness of the beam. Lacarbonara et al. (2004)
outlined a geometrically exact formulation to model beams with
large deformations with the intent of using perturbation tech-
niques to analyze the dynamic problem. Addessi et al. (2005)
determined the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a highly
curved beam with hinged-hinged boundary conditions and a pre-
scribed force at one end by using a combined analytical and
numerical approach. Their predictions were found to be in agree-
ment with a ﬁnite-element formulation. Addessi et al. (2005)considered special boundary conditions, which limit conﬁgura-
tions that the beam may exhibit. Within this work, both end posi-
tions of the beam are prescribed, which allows the beam to deform
to a broad class of static conﬁgurations. For the conﬁgurations con-
sidered, the beams are able to undergo large deformations with
variable curvature. The governing dynamic equations of motion
are linearized about this static conﬁguration in order to determine
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure. Apart
from the modeling effort, a unique and original aspect of this work
is the comparisons between model predictions for natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes with those obtained from experiments.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
beam kinematics and the governing equations used to determine
the beam static conﬁguration, as well as natural frequencies and
mode shapes are derived. An experimental arrangement and
method used to determine the natural frequencies and mode
shapes of slender beams with pre-stress and curvature are pre-
sented in Section 3. Within the same section, comparisons are
made between the experimental results, theoretical predictions,
and predictions from a nonlinear ﬁnite-element formulation. In
Section 4, a special case is considered, where an initially straight
beam is bent to form semicircular and circular static conﬁgura-
tions. For this special case, exact analytic solutions are shown for
both the static conﬁguration and the natural frequencies and mode
shapes. Concluding remarks are collected together and provided at
the end.2. Beam kinematics and governing equations
2.1. Kinematics
The kinematics of the rod presented here follow that of the
kinematic description that is outlined by Antman (2005). A graph-
ical representation of the kinematics is provided in Fig. 1. Consider
an initially straight, unstressed rod in Euclidean space with mutu-
ally orthogonal unit vectors i; j, and k. In the reference conﬁgura-
tion, the rod spans the i direction with arc length s 2 ½0; L, where L
is the length of the rod. Furthermore, at each point along the cen-
terline of the rod let a and b be another set of mutually orthogonal
unit vectors, where in the reference conﬁguration a  i and b  j.
Let the vector r describe the position of the centerline of the rod
in the deformed conﬁguration. The rod is allowed to undergo only
deformations in the i–j plane, so that r can be decomposed as
rðs; tÞ  r ¼ x iþ y j: ð1Þ
The components of r; xðs; tÞ  x and yðs; tÞ  y, are the kinematic
unknowns that deﬁne the position of the centerline of the rod in
the i and j directions, respectively. Similarly, the position of the
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kinematic unknowns, namely the displacements from the reference
conﬁguration denoted by u. The displacement ﬁeld u is comprised
of the scalar quantities uðs; tÞ  u and vðs; tÞ  v , which are the dis-
placements of the centerline of the rod along the i and j directions.
Hence,
r ¼ sþ u½  iþ v j: ð2Þ
Once the rod is deformed, the beam frame vectors a and b may be
related back to the ﬁxed frame by using the transformation
aðs; tÞ  a ¼ cos h iþ sin h j; ð3aÞ
bðs; tÞ  b ¼  sin h iþ cos h j; ð3bÞ
where hðs; tÞ  h is the angle between a and i. It is convenient to
decompose derivatives of r with respect to the beam basis (a–b
frame) as
rs  r0 ¼ maþ gb: ð4Þ
In Eq. (4) and others that follow, the prime superscript and s sub-
script are both used to denote the partial derivative with respect
to s. The quantity gðs; tÞ  g is the shear strain. If the rod does not
undergo shear, g ¼ 0 and the axial strain of the rod is given by
mðs; tÞ  m. In the general case with the presence of shear, the axial
strain of the rod is
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g2 þ m2
p
. Additionally, the curvature of the
beam is represented by l  h0, which is the spatial rate of change
of the rotation angle h with respect to the arc length.
2.2. Governing equations of motion
As stated by Antman (2005), by carrying out force and moment
balance, the governing equations of motion can be obtained as
ns þ f ¼ qArtt þ qIbtt ; ð5aÞ
ms þ rs  nþ lk ¼ qIb rtt þ qJb btt : ð5bÞ
Here, subscript t denotes the partial derivative with respect to time.
Furthermore, the quantities qA; qI, and qJ are the mass, ﬁrst
moment of mass, and second moment of mass, per unit reference
length. These quantities are taken to be constant in this work along
with a uniform cross-section and constant density. Since the center-
line of the rod passes through the mass centers of the cross-section,
then qI ¼ 0. The vector n is the resultant internal force, while m is
the resultant internal couple. Likewise, f is the external force per
unit reference length acting on the beam and l accounts for any
external moments per unit reference length acting on the beam.
As this is a planar beam, the internal force and internal couple take
the form Antman, 2005
nðs; tÞ  n ¼ Naþ Hb; ð6aÞ
mðs; tÞ  m ¼ Mk: ð6bÞ
In Eq. (6a), Hðs; tÞ  H is the shear force (not necessarily the vertical
shear) and Nðs; tÞ  N is the resultant force in the a direction. With
this in mind, the component form of Eq. (5) in the inertial frame
(i.e., projected onto the i–j–k basis) with kinematic variables x; y,
and h yields the following:
@sN  lHð Þ cos h @sH þ lNð Þ sin hþ f  i ¼ qA@ttx; ð7aÞ
@sN  lHð Þ sin hþ @sH þ lNð Þ cos hþ f  j ¼ qA@tty; ð7bÞ
@sM þ mH  gN þ lk ¼ qJ@tth: ð7cÞ2.3. Static solution
The time derivatives are dropped in Eq. (5) in order to obtain
the equations that govern the static conﬁguration of the rod, given
byn0 þ f ¼ 0; ð8aÞ
m0 þ r0  nþ lk ¼ 0: ð8bÞ
Eq. (8a) is an expression of force balance, while the Eq. (8b) is the
expression for moment balance. The boundary conditions are pre-
scribed as
rð0Þ ¼ 0; ð9aÞ
rðLÞ ¼ xLiþ yLj; ð9bÞ
hð0Þ ¼ 0; ð9cÞ
hðLÞ ¼ hL: ð9dÞ
Note, that either the force or the position may be prescribed in each
direction at the boundary, but not both. Similarly, either the angle h
may be prescribed at the boundary or the moment, but not both.
The boundary conditions presented here are different than those
used in the previous work of Addessi et al. (2005), where the forces
were deﬁned at s ¼ L. In the absence of any external forces (includ-
ing gravity) and external couples, f ¼ 0 and l ¼ 0. Then, Eq. (8)
reduce to
n0 ¼ 0; ð10aÞ
m0 þ r0  n ¼ 0: ð10bÞ
From Eq. (10a), it follows that the resultant internal force is a con-
stant throughout the beam. After integration of the ﬁrst of Eq. (10),
the constant reaction forces are found to be
n ¼ N1 iþ N2 j: ð11Þ
It follows by the transformation (3) that the resultant force compo-
nents in the a–b frame are given by
N ¼ N1 cos hþ N2 sin h; ð12aÞ
H ¼ N1 sin hþ N2 cos h: ð12bÞ
The beams under consideration are assumed to be not shearable
due to their slenderness and closed, uniform cross-section. This
no shear assumption is exercised through the constraint g ¼ 0. Fur-
ther, if the beam is also inextensible, then an additional constraint
m ¼ 1 may be imposed. It is noted that the boundary conditions
must be chosen judiciously when considering these assumptions
and constraints. For instance, when exercising the inextensionality
constraint, Eqs. (8) and (10) may not have a physical solution for
certain boundary conditions, such as xL > L; yL ¼ 0, and hL ¼ 0; that
is, boundary conditions that represent pure elongation of the beam.
The Euler–Bernoulli constitutive relation
M ¼ EJl; ð13Þ
where E is the Young’s modulus and J is the area moment of inertia
of the cross section of the rod, is assumed throughout this work.
With this constitutive relation, and after substituting Eq. (11) into
Eq. (10), assuming no shear and inextensionality, and making use
of the coordinate transformations given by Eq. (3), the following
set of differential equations is obtained
M0  N1y0 þ N2x0 ¼ 0; ð14aÞ
M ¼ EJh0; ð14bÞ
x0 ¼ cos h; ð14cÞ
y0 ¼ sin h: ð14dÞ
Eq. (14a) is an expression of moment balance while (14b) is the
Euler–Bernoulli constitutive relation. Similarly, (14c) and (14d)
are constraints from the inextensionality and no shear assumptions.
Eq. (14) constitute a fourth-order system with two unknown
parameters, namely N1 and N2. The fourth-order system with two
unknowns is properly deﬁned by the six boundary conditions given
by (9). This set of equations does not admit a trivial solution unless
N2 goes to zero as h goes to zero. As such, this system is said to be
Fig. 3. Description of the variables used to describe the motion of the beam about
the pre-stressed conﬁguration.
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numerically determined. It will be shown later however, that for
the circular and semi-circular boundary conditions, closed-form,
algebraic solutions for x; y and h are possible. For numerical pur-
poses, it is convenient to integrate Eq. (14a). After performing this
operation, the system of equations becomes
M  N1yþ N2xþMo ¼ 0; ð15aÞ
M ¼ EJh0; ð15bÞ
x0 ¼ cos h; ð15cÞ
y0 ¼ sin h: ð15dÞ
Eq. (15) now consist of a third order system with three kinematic
unknown functions x; y, and h along with three unknown constants
N1; N2, andMo. Here, there are three kinematic unknowns, and two
constraints, thus making the problem properly determined using
only one kinematic variable. Often in the literature, a linearization
is performed so that v 0  h (Lacarbonara, 2013). However, this poses
difﬁculties for circular trajectories where the slope becomes inﬁ-
nite. Therefore, h is selected as the kinematic unknown.
To demonstrate the types of conﬁgurations the beam may exhi-
bit, numerical solutions to Eq. (15) are provided in Fig. 2 for four
different boundary conditions. The rod is taken to have a uniform
circular cross-section and the properties R ¼ 0:005 m; EJ ¼
0:625 Nm2; qA ¼ 0:25 kg=m, and L ¼ 1 m. The solution has been
determined by numerically integrating the system (15) with
boundary conditions (9) using bvp4c in MATLAB™. This routine
makes use of a ﬁnite difference method with collocated polynomi-
als that is suited for solving two-point boundary value problems
with unknown parameters. Solutions are sought by iterating from
an initial guess to the unknown functions and parameters;
therefore the conﬁgurations shown in Fig. 2 for the given boundary
conditions may not necessarily be unique. In the following
section, a formulation is provided to determine the natural
frequencies and mode shapes for motions about static solutions
found from Eq. (15).2.4. Dynamics
The dynamical system is cast into incremental form by using
the static solution, denoted with superscript o, for the reference
conﬁguration. The incremental quantities are deviations from the
static solution. Allowing the total displacement of the centerlineFig. 2. General static conﬁgurations admitted by Eq. (15). Theto be denoted r, so that r ¼ ro þ u, where ro is the static solution
obtained in the previous section and u is the incremental displace-
ment from the static conﬁguration to the current conﬁguration.
Likewise, the total angular displacement may be decomposed as
h ¼ ho þ h. It is mentioned that incremental displacements of u
and h should tend to zero as s! 0 and s ! L, since the static con-
ﬁguration is prescribed at the boundaries. The unit vectors ao and
bo are determined by the static conﬁguration, while the unit vec-
tors a and b are associated with the current conﬁguration. Physical
representations of these quantities are shown in Fig. 3. In a similar
manner, let n ¼ Naþ Hb be the incremental force and M be the
incremental moment. It follows that n ¼ nþ no is the total force,
and M ¼ M þMo is the total moment. After substituting the incre-
mental expressions into Eq. (5), the governing equations of motion
for the incremental quantities accounting for pre-stress in the
beam frame are given by Lacarbonara (2013)
@sN  ðlo þ lÞH  lHo þ f o  Daþ f  a ¼ ðqA@ttuÞ  a; ð16aÞ
@sH þ ðlo þ lÞN þ lNo þ f o  Dbþ f  b ¼ ðqA@ttuÞ  b; ð16bÞ
@sM þ H þ l ¼ qJ@tt ; h ð16cÞ
where Da ¼ a ao and Db ¼ b bo. If no external forces or external
moments act on the rod, then f ¼ 0; f o ¼ 0, and l ¼ 0. Eq. (16c) is
used to solve for the incremental shear force H, and Eq. (16b) is used
to solve for the force N. These quantities are substituted intosolutions shown here have been numerically determined.
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about the static conﬁguration; that is,
@s
1
lþ lo qA@ttuð Þ  b @s qJ@tth @sMð Þ  lN
o½ 
 
 ðlo þ lÞ qJ@tth @sMð Þ  lHo ¼ qA@ttuð Þ  a: ð17Þ2.4.1. Governing equations with kinematic variable h
Here, the variable h is selected as the primary, kinematic
unknown quantity, as was done to determine the static solution.
In this formulation, the components of u are decomposed with
respect to the inertial frame by using the relation u ¼ uiþ vj. It fol-
lows that u and v may be expressed as a function of h from the no
shear and inextensionality assumptions, @sr ¼ a, resulting in
uðs; tÞ ¼ uoðsÞ þ uðs; tÞ ¼
Z s
0
1þ cos hoðfÞ þ hðfÞð Þ½ df; ð18aÞ
vðs; tÞ ¼ voðsÞ þ vðs; tÞ ¼
Z s
0
sinðhoðfÞ þ hðfÞÞdf: ð18bÞ
The scalar form of Eq. (17) is
@s
1
lþlo sinðh
oþhÞqA@ttuþcosðhoþhÞqA@ttv@s qJ@tth@sMð Þ½

lNo

ðloþlÞ qJ@tth@sMð ÞlHo¼ cosðhoþhÞqA@ttu
þsinðhoþhÞqA@ttv : ð19Þ
On substituting Eqs. (18a) and (18b) into Eq. (17), the following
nonlinear integro-partial differential equation of motion is
obtained:
@s
1
lþlo qA @tt
Z s
0
cosðhoþhÞdf
 
sinðhoþhÞ

þqA @tt
Z s
0
sinðhoþhÞdf
 
cosðhoþhÞ@s qJ@tth@sMð ÞlNo

ðloþlÞ qJ@tth@sMð ÞlHo¼qA @tt
Z s
0
cosðhoþhÞdf
 
cosðhoþhÞ
þqA @tt
Z s
0
sinðhoþhÞdf
 
sinðhoþhÞ: ð20Þ
The boundary conditions are
hð0Þ ¼ 0; ð21aÞ
hðLÞ ¼ 0 ð21bÞ
and the constraints are given byZ L
0
1þ cosðhoðfÞ þ hðfÞÞ½ df ¼ 0; ð22aÞ
Z L
0
sinðhoðfÞ þ hðfÞÞdf ¼ 0: ð22bÞ
If M is only a function of h0 and not of any higher-order deriva-
tives, then Eq. (19) is a fourth-order system that is properly posed
with two initial conditions for h, and four spatial pieces of informa-
tion given by boundary conditions (21) and nonlinear constraints
(22). In general, the rotary inertia qJ can be neglected since it is
orders of magnitude smaller than the translational inertia terms
dominated by qA. This is justiﬁed on the basis that J is a function
of the cross section radius to the fourth power, while the area A
is function of the radius to the second power. The incremental
quantity h is assumed to be much smaller than the initial conﬁgu-
ration ho and (19) is linearized with respect to h after using the
transformation h# h and the derivative df ðhÞd j¼0. Performing
these operations leads to the following linear partial integro-differ-
ential equation of motion:@s
1
lo
qA @tt
Z s
0
sinðhoÞhdf
 
sinðhoÞ

þ qA @tt
Z s
0
cosðhoÞhdf
 
cosðhoÞ þ @ssM^  lNo

þ lo@sM^  lHo ¼ qA @tt
Z s
0
sinðhoÞhdf
 
cosðhoÞ
þ qA @tt
Z s
0
cosðhoÞhdf
 
sinðhoÞ: ð23Þ
In Eq. (23), M^ is the linearized moment or couple, which is pre-
scribed through the constitutive relations. The boundary conditions
are given by Eq. (21) and the linearized constraints areZ L
0
sinðhoðfÞÞ  hðfÞdf ¼ 0; ð24aÞ
Z L
0
cosðhoðfÞÞ  hðfÞdf ¼ 0: ð24bÞ
Although the system of equations given by Eqs. (21), (23) and (24) is
linear, ﬁnding an exact or approximate solutions poses several chal-
lenges. Eq. (23) may be cast into weak-form, but trial functions
should be selected to satisfy Eqs. (21) and (24).
2.4.2. Equation of motion with kinematic variable u
To circumvent the system of partial integro-differential equa-
tions, a different kinematic unknown is selected at the primary
variable. Here, the incremental displacement is deﬁned with
respect to the static conﬁguration, and the displacement ﬁeld is
expressed by
u ¼ uao þ vbo: ð25Þ
Considering only small-amplitude oscillations about the static equi-
librium, the following dot products can be approximated as
ao  a  1; ao  b  h;
bo  a  h; bo  b  1: ð26Þ
After substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) into Eq. (17), the governing
equation may be obtained as
@s
1
lo þ l qA@tt v  huð Þ  @s qJ@tth @sMð Þ  lN
o½ 
 
 ðlo þ lÞ qJ@tth @sMð Þ  lHo ¼ qA@tt uþ hvð Þ: ð27Þ
Furthermore, considering the description of the displacement ﬁeld
while imposing the no shear assumption, it follows that the total
stretch can be obtained as Lacarbonara (2013)
m ¼ ðmo þ @su lovÞ2 þ ð@sv þ louÞ2
h i1=2
: ð28Þ
Similarly, the incremental angular displacement h is then deter-
mined as
h ¼ arctan @sv þ l
ou
mo þ @su lov
 
: ð29Þ
Under the assumption of small oscillations about the static equilib-
rium, and considering an inextensible beam (m ¼ 1), Eqs. (28) and
(29) can be linearized to obtain
v  1
lo
@su; ð30aÞ
h  @sv þ lou: ð30bÞ
It follows that the curvature may then be approximated in the form
l  @s @s 1lo @su
 
þ lou
 
: ð31Þ
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equation is obtained
@s
1
lo þ l qA@tt
1
lo
@su @s 1lo @su
 
u lou2
 
 lNo  @s qJ@tt @s 1lo @su
 
þ lou
 
 @sM
 
 lo þ lð Þ qJ@tt @s 1lo @su
 
þ lou
 
 @sM
 
 lHo ¼ qA@tt uþ 1lo ð@suÞ@s
1
lo
@su
 
þ uð@suÞ
 
: ð32Þ
If the material constitutive law that governs M is a function of l,
and no other higher spatial derivatives are involved, then Eq. (32)
is a sixth-order partial differential equation which is properly
deﬁned with two initial conditions and six boundary conditions.
The boundary conditions may be determined from the kinematic
approximations (30). They are given by
uðs ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; uðs ¼ LÞ ¼ 0;
@suðs ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; @suðs ¼ LÞ ¼ 0;
@ssuðs ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0; @ssuðs ¼ LÞ ¼ 0: ð33Þ
Eq. (32) is linearized as discussed previously, and the following lin-
ear, partial differential equation of motion is obtained.
@s
1
lo
qA@tt
1
lo
@su
 
@s @s 1lo @su
 
þlou
 
No

@s qJ@tt @s 1lo @su
 
þlou
 
@sM^
 
lo qJ@tt @s 1lo @su
 
þlou

@sM^

@s @s 1lo @su
 
þlou
 
Ho¼qA@ttu: ð34Þ
In order to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes, the
solution to Eq. (34) is assumed to be separable in space and time,
with periodic temporal amplitude; that is,
uðs; tÞ ¼ UðsÞeixt: ð35Þ
After substituting Eq. (35) into Eq. (34), assuming Euler–Bernoulli
constitutive relations with constant EJ, and neglecting rotary inertia
(qJ ¼ 0), the following ordinary differential equation is obtained.
d
ds
1
lo
qAx2
lo
dU
ds
 d
ds
d
ds
1
lo
dU
ds
 
þ loU
 
No

þ EJ d
3
ds3
d
ds
1
lo
dU
ds
 
þ loU
 
þ loEJ d
2
ds2
d
ds
1
lo
dU
ds
 
þ loU
 
 d
ds
d
ds
1
lo
dU
ds
 
þ loU
 
Ho ¼ qAx2U: ð36Þa
Fig. 4. (a) Experimental arrangement used to determine the natural frequenEq. (36) is a sixth-order differential eigenvalue problem with
unknown parameter x, and six boundary conditions given by
(33). Solutions to Eq. (36) are numerically determined in MATLAB
by using the function bvp4c. Since Eq. (36) represents a homoge-
neous eigenvalue problem, the amplitude cannot be uniquely deter-
mined. In the numerical scheme, a moment proportional to the
fourth-spatial derivative of U is prescribed to make the amplitude
unique.
3. Experimental arrangement and result comparisons with
modeling predictions
3.1. Experimental arrangement
The modeling presented earlier is validated in this section with
the experimental arrangement, which is shown in Fig. 4. A sche-
matic of the experiment with coordinates is provided in Fig. 5.
The beam is made from aluminum (6061-T6) material, has a length
of 1.506 m and a circular cross-section with a 1.59 mm radius. The
top end of the beam (taken as the origin) is vertically secured at
one end by using a three-jaw chuck. The opposite end of the rod
(represented by coordinates xL; yL, and hL) is secured horizontally
with a clamping mechanism, such that the angle of the rod
between each end is 90. A complete list of experimental parame-
ters along with their values is provided in Table 1. The clamping
mechanism is mounted onto a linear bearing, which is actuated
with an electro-dynamic shaker. The clamping mechanism is much
stiffer than the beam, and is assumed to be rigid. Since the motions
of the rigid clamping mechanism are prescribed, its inertial proper-
ties are not included in the modeling. Strain gages are mounted at
both ends of the rod, along with an accelerometer that is mounted
onto the clamping mechanism. The time histories of the strain
gages and accelerometer are recorded by using a data acquisition
system and personal computer. In order to determine the natural
frequencies of the beam, bandlimited noise is input into the shaker
and the strain gage and accelerometer responses are recorded. Dis-
crete Fourier transforms are performed on the strain and accelera-
tion data that were collected over a period of 600 s at a sampling
frequency of 5 kHz. The resulting Fourier-transforms of the strain
and acceleration responses were divided in order to obtain the
strain response to the acceleration input frequency–response.
The damped natural frequencies of the structure were then deter-
mined from the response spectrum, which is provided in Fig. 6.
Once the damped natural frequencies were determined, the
associated mode shapes were extracted with high-speed videogra-
phy. The beam is excited at the desired frequency, and the
response was recorded at 3000 frames per second (FPS) with a res-
olution of 1280  800 pixels. Each frame of the video was laterb
cies of a pre-stressed beam. (b) Detailed view of the bottom assembly.
Fig. 5. Schematic of the experimental arrangement used to study the dynamics of slender structures.
Table 1
Experimental dimensions and parameters used in the model and ﬁnite element
analysis. Superscript asterisks (⁄) denote tabulated parameters, while the remaining
parameters and dimensions are measured quantities.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Modulus of elasticity⁄ E 70 GPa
Poisson’s ratio⁄ (for ANSYS) – 0.33 (–)
Mass density⁄ q 2700 kg/m3
Length of rod L 1.506 m
Radius of rod R 1.59 mm
x Location of rod end xL 1.09 m
y Location of rod end yL 0.833 m
Angle of rod end about k hL 90.0 deg
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histories of the beam by using a procedure that is brieﬂy outlined
here. First, an image is captured of the experimental arrangement
without the beam, which is referred to as the background image in
this section. In each frame of the video, the beam is accentuated by
performing an image subtraction with the background image. The
edges of the beam structure were determined with a gradient-
based edge detection technique. Note that the mid-span of the
beam was obstructed by a post which is necessary for the experi-
mental apparatus. This obstructed portion of the beam structure
is determined by converting the left and right-hand portions of
the structure into polar coordinates, and curve ﬁtting the resultFig. 6. Normalized strain-acceleration responsewith a polynomial in the polar domain. The static conﬁguration
was ﬁt with a ﬁfth-order polynomial, while a sixth-order polyno-
mial was chosen for the ﬁrst mode. The order of the polynomial
was increased by one for each higher mode. The data were con-
verted back into Cartesian coordinates and the pixel information
was then converted into units of meters. In Fig. 7, one image from
the high-speed video with the tracked position of the beam (in red
dots) determined by the image processing algorithm is shown.3.2. Experimental results compared with modeling and ﬁnite element
predictions
The list of natural frequencies obtained for the ﬁrst eight modes
of vibration from the data shown in Fig. 6 are provided in Table 2
along with the predicted values from the model and the ﬁnite ele-
ment method software ANSYS™. In the ﬁnite element implementa-
tion, 500 quadratic beam elements (BEAM189) were selected to
discretize the structure. The nonlinear geometry (NLGEOM) option
was also activated. This option setting allows for large deforma-
tions, by using an updated corotational frame as outlined by
Rankin and Brogan (1986). After the static conﬁguration is deter-
mined, the results are used for an eigen-analysis with the PSTRESS
option active to account for static pre-stress. The natural frequen-
cies were determined by using a Block-Lanczos algorithm. It is
noted that a convergence study was performed, and the natural
frequencies calculated with 500 elements had less than 0.1%for the curved structure shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7. One frame of the video with the backlit structure in black, the static
conﬁguration (dashed line), and the estimated current conﬁguration (dots) from the
image processing.
Fig. 8. Static conﬁguration and mode shapes from the experiments (black dots), the
model formulation (solid black line) and ﬁnite-element results (circles). (a) Static
conﬁguration, (b) mode 1, (c) mode 2, and (d) mode 3.
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In the constitutive relation used in the model, the resultant couple
is proportional to the curvature, through the Euler–Bernoulli con-
stitutive relation M ¼ EJl. This constitutive relation cannot be
implemented in this ﬁnite element formulation; therefore a lin-
ear-isotropic material was chosen as the constitutive relation with
properties that are provided in Table 1. The three assumptions of
no shear, inextensionality, and negligible rotary inertia have not
been implemented in the ﬁnite element formulation; rather, they
are only considered in the model. The experimental results, model
predictions, and ﬁnite element predictions are in good agreement.
The model and ﬁnite-element predictions for the ﬁrst natural fre-
quency are below the experimental natural frequency by approxi-
mately 2%. For the remaining modes, the errors for both model and
ﬁnite-elements remain less than 2%. However, it is mentioned that
this trend would not continue for all higher mode numbers and fre-
quencies, since the effects of centerline or axial stretching will
decrease certain natural frequencies. The effect of centerline
stretching has not been considered in the current modeling since
the body is assumed to be inextensible.
The static conﬁguration and the ﬁrst three mode shapes of the
experiment are compared in Fig. 8, where the experimental mode
shapes and static conﬁguration have been determined by using the
image processing algorithm discussed previously. The displace-
ments of the fourth and higher modes are small, and tracking the
displacement of the string with the image processing algorithm
became unreliable. The experimentally determined mode shapes,
model predictions, and ﬁnite-element predictions are in goodTable 2
Empirically observed natural frequencies of the curved structure compared with predictio
Mode Experiment (Hz) Model (Hz)
1 15.81 15.55
2 29.23 29.25
3 53.81 54.21
4 78.64 79.64
5 114.0 115.6
6 150.3 152.4
7 196.2 199.6
8 243.4 247.7agreement for the static conﬁguration shown in Fig. 8(a). There
are some discrepancies between the experimentally observed
mode shapes and predictions. These discrepancies may originate
from a variety of different sources. For instance, the physical beam
also has some intrinsic damping, which was not considered in the
modeling and analysis, and perfectly ﬁxed–ﬁxed boundary condi-
tions are difﬁcult to experimentally realize. Furthermore, differ-
ences may be attributed to errors in the measurement, since
optical lenses can distort planar objects.4. Special case: semi-circular static conﬁgurations
Within this section, a special case is considered where an ini-
tially straight beam is bent to form various semi-circular conﬁgu-
rations. The natural frequencies are then determined about this
semi-circular static conﬁguration. First, consider an initially
straight undeformed and unstressed rod, that sits along the i direc-
tion with arc length s 2 ½0; L. In order to realize the semi-circular
conﬁguration, the boundary conditions are adjusted from before
to bens from the model and ﬁnite element analysis.
Difference (%) FEA (Hz) Difference (%)
1.64 16.08 1.71
0.07 29.79 1.92
0.74 54.69 1.64
1.27 80.03 1.77
1.40 116.0 1.76
1.40 152.6 1.55
1.73 199.8 1.83
1.77 247.5 1.67
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hð0Þ ¼ 0; ð37bÞ
rðLÞ ¼ L
2pn
sin 2pnð Þiþ L
2pn
1 cos 2pnð Þ½  j; ð37cÞ
hðLÞ ¼ 2pn: ð37dÞ
Here, n 2 ð0;1 is a constant and determines the formation of the
circle. Representative curves are as follows: n ¼ 1=4 represents a
quarter-circle, n ¼ 1=2 represents a half-circle, and n ¼ 1 represents
a complete circle. Note that when n ¼ 0, the initially straight rod is
subject to ﬁxed–ﬁxed boundary conditions. Since the rod is
assumed to be inextensible, then it cannot vibrate.
4.1. Static analysis
A solution which satisﬁes (15) and the boundary conditions
given by (37) is h ¼ 2pnsL . This form for the angle has been heuristi-
cally chosen and satisﬁes the governing equation as well as the
boundary conditions. After substitution into Eq. (15), the Lagrange
Multipliers, namely the reaction forces N1 and N2, become zero.
Therefore, only the constant couple Mo ¼ EJ2pnL exists throughout
the rod. Solving for the position of the centerline of the rod by inte-
grating the second and third equations of (15), leads to the total
solution
h ¼ 2pn
L
s; ð38aÞ
x ¼ L
2pn
sin
2pn
L
s
 
; ð38bÞ
y ¼ L
2pn
1 cos 2pn
L
s
  
: ð38cÞ
The static conﬁguration of a rod for n ¼ 1=4; 1=2; 3=4, and 1 are
shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the analytical solution is given by (38),
while the numerical solutions have been determined from Eqs.
(36) and (37) by using the scheme mentioned in Section 2.3. The
static conﬁguration of the curved beam was also determined with
ﬁnite-elements as described in Section 3.2. In the following subsec-
tion, the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure
about these static conﬁgurations are presented.
4.2. Modal analysis: natural frequencies and mode shapes
As mentioned in the previous subsection, for semi-circular and
circular conﬁgurations, the reaction forces No and Ho are zero andFig. 9. Four different conﬁgurations for the semi-circle parameter n that satisﬁes
Eq. (15) with boundary conditions (37). The analytical solution is given by Eq. (38),
and numerical solutions are obtained through direct integration of Eq. (15) with
boundary conditions (37).the curvature lo is a constant. With this in mind, and in conso-
nance with the earlier assumption of Euler–Bernoulli constitutive
relations, Eq. (34) reduces to the following form
qA@ttu qAl2o
@ttssu l2oEJ@ssu 2EJ@IVs u
EJ
l2o
@VIs u ¼ 0: ð39Þ
It is noted that the superscript o on the static curvature has been
moved to a subscript for notational convenience, and the quantities
@IVs and @
VI
s denote the fourth and sixth partial derivatives with
respect to s, respectively. This sixth-order differential equation is
properly deﬁned for two initial conditions in time and the six
boundary conditions given by (33). The solution to Eq. (39) is
assumed to be separable in space and time and decomposable as
u ¼ eixtUðsÞ. After substituting the assumed solution into (39), the
following ordinary differential equation is obtained
d6U
ds6
þ 2l2o
d4U
ds4
þ l4o 
qAx2
EJ
 
d2U
ds2
þ l
2
oqAx2
EJ
U ¼ 0: ð40Þ
A note of historical context is brieﬂy addressed here. Eq. (40)
represents the spatial displacement U from the static, circular con-
ﬁguration as a function of the initial arc length s. Taking advantage
of the fact that the static conﬁguration is circular, the system (40)
can be transformed into polar coordinates (with independent
angular variable a) through the transformation a ¼ los. After this
transformation, and noting that the radius of the circular static
conﬁguration is Ro ¼ 1=lo, (40) may be expressed as
d6U
da6
þ 2d
4U
da4
þ 1 qAR
4
ox2
EJ
 !
d2U
da2
þ qAR
4
ox2
EJ
U ¼ 0: ð41Þ
Eq. (41) is the classical differential equation used to determine the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of unshearable, inextensible
rings found in textbooks such as that by Love (1944). However, it
is noted that the solutions of Eq. (40) are not, in general, the same
as those exhibited by that of the classical problem of free-vibration
of a ring, given by (41). This difference can be discerned from the
roots of the characteristic polynomial, and implementation of the
boundary conditions.
The remaining analysis is carried out by using the initial arc
length s as the independent variable. The system (40) has an alge-
braic equivalent solution of the exponential form
UðsÞ ¼ C1ek1s þ C2ek2s þ C3ek3s þ C4ek4s þ C5ek5s þ C6ek6s: ð42Þ
The eigenvalues, denoted by ki (for i ¼ 1;2; . . .6), are determined
through the characteristic polynomial
Z3 þ 2aZ2 þ ða2  bÞZ þ ab ¼ 0;
k ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
Z
p
; ð43Þ
where
a ¼ l2o ; and b ¼
qAx2
EJ
: ð44Þ
The quantity a physically represents the square of the initial curva-
ture and the quantity b is the eigenvalue of the classic linear beam
equation. Eq. (40) represents a differential eigenvalue problem, with
six unknown coefﬁcients Ci (for i ¼ 1;2; . . .6), and one unknown
parameter, namely the natural frequency x. Five of the unknown
coefﬁcients are obtained by implementing the boundary conditions
given by Eq. (33). The sixth boundary condition of (33) is then used
to ﬁnd the system characteristic equation. The roots of the system
characteristic equation are used to ﬁnd the natural frequencies x.
Since the system (40) is homogeneous, the amplitude cannot be
uniquely determined and the last coefﬁcient may be selected arbi-
trarily or through a normalization process. Algebraic forms of the
coefﬁcients Ci are very large and must either be solved for by
Table 3
Natural frequencies for different semi-circular conﬁgurations predicted by the model and found with ﬁnite elements. ⁄ The ﬁnite-element analysis also includes a prediction of a
natural frequency at 157.64 Hz, which is omitted because it is associated with a combination of bending and centerline stretching.
Mode n ¼ 1=4 n ¼ 1=2 n ¼ 3=4 n ¼ 1
Model (Hz) FEA (Hz) Model (Hz) FEA (Hz) Model (Hz) FEA (Hz) Model (Hz) FEA (Hz)
1 14.05 14.02 10.88 10.87 7.195 7.780 5.627 5.168
2 26.86 26.68 23.97 23.88 20.03 19.97 15.85 15.80
3 48.58 48.37 44.51 44.30 39.35 39.16 33.62 33.47
4 71.67 70.59 68.36 67.83 63.36 62.93 57.17 56.80
5 103.1 102.3 98.84 98.00 93.13 92.34 86.33 85.60
6 136.3 ⁄129.1 132.8 131.0 127.4 126.0 120.5 119.2
7 177.6 175.4 173.2 170.8 167.3 165.0 160.0 157.9
Fig. 10. Comparison of the mode shapes determined from the model (solid black lines) and the ﬁnite-element modeling (black dots). The static conﬁgurations (thin dashed
lines) were determined from Eq. (38), while the mode shapes were determined by the differential eigenvalue problem (40) and spatial solution, Eq. (42).
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methods.
The ﬁrst seven natural frequencies determined for four different
semi-circular and circular trajectories (n ¼ 1=4; 1=2; 3=4, and 1)
are provided in Table 3. The corresponding mode shapes are pro-
vided in Fig. 10. The rod is assumed to have a uniform circular
cross-section and properties such that R ¼ 0:005 m; L ¼ 1 m;EJ ¼ 0:625Nm2, and qA ¼ 0:25 kg=m, which are the same values
as that chosen for the rod presented in Section 2.3. The natural fre-
quencies predicted by the model are also compared to results
obtained from the ﬁnite-element software ANSYS, as described in
Section 3.2. Here, 2000 beam elements are used to discretize the
structure. The difference in the predicted natural frequencies in
going from 1000 to 2000 elements was found to be negligible.
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natural frequencies of the structures; however, the model cannot
predict certain higher-order frequencies and modes with coupled
axial-bending motions. The formulation outlined here cannot pre-
dict these frequencies because of the imposed inextensionality
assumption. This is highlighted in Table 3, where the difference
between the model predictions and FEA for the mode 6 and
n ¼ 1=4 is higher in comparison to the other predictions. Further-
more, between the natural frequencies for mode 6 and mode 7,
the FEA predictions included another natural frequency at
157.64 Hz. As observed in ANSYS, this mode exhibits strong
axial-bending coupling, and has been omitted from Table 3. For
slender structures, the formulation is capable of predicting the
lower-order natural frequencies and mode shapes.
5. Concluding remarks
Within this work, a geometrically exact modeling approach,
based on Euler–Bernoulli beam theory, has been outlined in order
to predict the natural frequencies of slender beams with prescribed
boundary conditions in terms of the position and orientation of the
beam at the considered end. The static conﬁgurations of the beam
are able to undergo large deformations with variable curvature.
The boundary conditions considered here allow for a broader class
of static conﬁgurations for the deformed rod than what has been
previously studied. Furthermore, a formulation is given to predict
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the beam about the
static conﬁguration with large pre-stress and large curvature. The
predictions of the static conﬁguration, natural frequencies, and
mode shapes from the geometrically exact model have been vali-
dated with an experimental apparatus. Comparisons have also
been made with predictions from nonlinear ﬁnite-element soft-
ware. Finally, a special case of boundary conditions, in which the
beam is allowed to deform into circular and semi-circular conﬁgu-
rations, has been considered. It has been shown that a closed form
solution exists for both the static conﬁguration and the predictions
of the natural frequencies and mode shapes. The relevance of this
work extends to various ﬁelds where slender structures with large
aspect ratios may undergo dynamic motions.
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